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CHESTNUT WOMEN:
FRENCH CARIBBEAN WOMEN WRITERS AND SINGERS

Chestnut Women: French Caribbean Women Writers and Singers was presented at the Inter-American
Development Bank in Washington, D.C., on July 18, 2001 as part of the IDB Cultural Center
Lectures Program.

A generation ago, the writer Maryse
Condé of Guadeloupe wrote about the
condition of women as follows: “Feminine
discourse is neither optimistic nor victo-
rious. It is loaded with anguish, frustra-
tion and revolt.... Throughout the world,
woman’s voice is rarely triumphant. The
feminine condition is everywhere char-
acterized by exploitation and despon-
dency.” (Condé 1979, 113)

In French Caribbean countries today,
these statements are still partly true. The
inferior status of women in French Car-
ibbean society has been attributed to vari-
ous causes, including religious dogmas
and vodou, European colonialism, patri-
archy, and the Napoleonic Code of 1804,
which deprived women of rights and
fixed them in inferior sexual roles. The
stereotype of the smiling, sexually avail-
able black or mulatto doudou (love or dar-
ling) goes back to the eighteenth century.
According to the critic Clarisse Zimra, the
term doudou  has come to mean nothing
more than a “pet animal whose affections
do not run deep and who can, therefore,
be discarded...”  (Zimra 1990, 146).

Along with the doudou  is another im-
age, that of the Haitian rural woman. As
explained by Ira P. Lowenthal, “female
sexuality is here revealed to be a woman’s
most important economic resource, com-
parable in terms of its value to a relatively
large tract of land” (Lowenthal 1984, 22).
The underlying notion was that female
bodies were a source of income. If they
objected to being sexually exploited, they
were treated as castoffs or madwomen.

§
To displace these stereotypes of the
French Caribbean woman, writers like
Maryse Condé, Myriam Warner-Vieyra
and Simone Schwarz-Bart of Guadeloupe,
and Edwidge Danticat of Haiti, have
crafted women characters who seize their
own destiny. These writers have broken
the cult of silence that enshrouds sexual
relationships within the societies of their
birth islands. As novelists, they accom-
plish their aim by writing in a style that
allows metaphoric interpretations.

In their search for self-expression and
empowerment, the women novelists
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struggle to cast off the legacy of oppres-
sion.  Yet their novels usually end with
the women protagonists withdrawing or
fleeing to escape the men who exploited
or harmed them.  For example, the hero-
ine of Juletane (Warner-Vieyra, 1982) goes
mad and wills herself to die when her
Muslim husband marries a third wife.
Juletane leaves behind a diary, to be read
by another woman of Guadeloupe before
her marriage to a Muslim man. Juletane
hopes to enlighten the woman about
cross-cultural differences, so she may
avoid a similar fate.

Condé shifts the heroines of her first
two novels, Hérémakhonon (1982) and Une
Saison à Rihata (1981), to African coun-
tries. Once far from their island of birth,
they are free to act out sexual fantasies
that would not be tolerated in their own
society. For example, Véronique of
Hérémakhonon becomes involved in a tor-
rid affair with a despised African politi-
cian. Later she discovers that he only cov-
ets her because she is exotic, a foreigner.
Disillusioned, Véronique escapes to
France, the colonial motherland. Like-
wise, Marie-Hélène of Une Saison à Rihata,
sequestered in an identified African
country on the brink of a coup d’état, is
in love with one brother, but married to
another. Her claim to fame is her alien-
ation and the duplication of her island
by giving birth to several children. The
self-destructive behavior of these protago-
nists epitomizes women alienated from
their homeland, whose feeble attempts
to liberate themselves end in sacrifice and
powerlessness.

An exception is the heroine of Simone
Schwarz-Bart’s Pluie et vent sur Télumée
Miracle (1972). Télumée’s first husband
abuses her psychologically and abandons

her, but her second husband helps to
build her self-esteem, until his untimely
death. Télumée works as a maid, cane
worker, and peanut vendor, learning how
to survive as an independent woman.
Eventually Télumée surmounts her sad-
ness, by becoming a healer, a foster
mother and at one with her island. Stand-
ing triumphant in her garden, she finally
appears in her own identity: a proud peas-
ant woman who dearly loves her country.
In the end, her first husband returns to
declare that he still loves her, and
Télumée regrets that she cannot forgive
his betrayal.

Historically and politically, the French
Caribbean woman has been treated as
sexually subordinate to the male. To il-
lustrate this, the novelist Edwidge
Danticat of Haiti introduces three gen-
erations of Caco women in Breath, Eyes,
Memory (1994). The Cacos, a rural work-
ing class family, struggle “to maintain con-
tinuity from one generation to the next,
and to reshape through education the
fate of the younger generation to the
next, represented by the narrator and
protagonist, Sophie” (Chancey, 1997,
121). The three generations of women
have distinctly different lives. Ifé, Sophie’s
grandmother, clings to the old ways and
the secrecy of the African past. Martine,
Sophie’s mother, escapes her home vil-
lage in Haiti to the seeming safety and
anonymity of the USA.  Sophie is raised
by her maternal aunt, Tante Atie, until
her teens, when she is summoned to join
her mother, Martine, in Brooklyn.  Des-
perate for autonomy, Sophie quickly
learns English to navigate her new and
lonely landscape. For Sophie, the only
means to salvation is an education con-
nected to a life of exile. However, Martine
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has not overcome the traumas of her past,
particularly that of being a rape victim.
In the psychotic delusion that she is some-
how “protecting” her daughter, Martine
subjects Sophie to abuse. Sophie, in re-
taliation, becomes self-destructive, and
eventually a pregnant Martine commits
suicide.

Although a painful story, Danticat’s
Breath, Eyes, Memory is a step toward chang-
ing the perception of the French Carib-
bean woman. With strength of character
and high motivation, combined with cre-
ativity, Danticat uses the languages of
French, Creole and English to explain
how Sophie’s exposure to life and an edu-
cation in the States offers an alternative
vision. Sophie marries an African-Ameri-
can musician, gives birth to a daughter,
and determines to break the cycle of
abuse and silence. Her daughter, the
fourth generation, will have the opportu-
nity to fulfill her ambitions.

Breath, Eyes, Memory exposes the extent
to which Haitian women have been sub-
jugated. It takes four generations of Caco
women to become free from the mores
of the Napoleonic Code, initially enforced
in Haiti in 1804, which relegated a woman
to the status of a child.  Myriam Chancy
has written that “[i]n Caribbean fiction,
dissatisfaction with oppressed gender
roles finds its expression in the motif of
flight as a result of social confinement.”
Indeed, Martine, Sophie, and Tante Atie
choose exile, fleeing to the United States
or to another Haitian village.

Although Danticat also presents edu-
cation as a vehicle for empowerment,
women’s suffering permeates the pages
of Breath, Eyes, Memory.  It has been noted
that French Caribbean society assigns con-
tradictory roles to men and women. The

Caribbean myth is that the female child
is taught self-sufficiency, and matures into
a strong woman who is able to handle
anything. Yet girls are also taught that it
is desirable to have a dominant male part-
ner. The messages are contraadictory.
“The woman is told she is ‘her own
woman,’ but once she enters marriage or
a live-in relationship, she must take on
the childbearing, childraising, and house-
keeping duties that place her in a subor-
dinate position to the man and primarily
confine her to domesticity.” (Berrian,
2000, 78)

The male child, on the other hand, is
not raised with the same survival skills as
the female. He tends to be spoiled and
to rely upon his mother or other women
of the household. Later his heavy depen-
dence on female relatives is carried over
into a relationship with an adult woman
partner. Yet, the French Caribbean male
internalizes the ideology of male domi-
nance, and thus he subconsciously resents
his dependence on a woman. This resent-
ment can turn into hostility toward his
wife and may lead him to establish rela-
tionships with other women. The wife, in
turn, lacks self-confidence and may feel
that she is somehow responsible for her
mate’s irresponsible behavior.

§
The novels of Condé, Warner-Vieyra,
Schwarz-Bart and Danticat illustrate the
extent to which French Caribbean
women are subjugated. In contrast to this,
the Caribbean singers Joëlle Ursull and
Jocelyne Béroard sometimes begin a zouk1

song with a tinge of sadness, but end on
an optimistic note. For example, Ursull,
a Guadeloupean singer and songwriter,
composed a song about a love triangle for
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her third solo album, Comme dans un film.
“Joujou” (Plaything) deals with the be-
trayal of friendship because of competi-
tion over a man. When one woman’s best
friend steals her boyfriend, a code of
honor is broken.  It is understood that a
woman should not be involved with her
best friend’s lover, and thus the act de-
stroys their long friendship

The song begins: “There is no greater
disgrace than the betrayal of friendship...
Friendship is a gift...  I had given it to you
on a  silver plate.” To be rejected is pain-
ful, but to be betrayed by your closest
friend is devastating. The concern here
is that a temporary romantic relationship
with a man could be more valued than a
long-term friendship between women:
that a friend is disposable, but a male
partner is indispensable. Nonetheless,
“Joujou” closes with a defiant message: Mé
jòdi gadé byen / Sé on nouvèl fanm ki la
douvan vou / An pa on joujou (Today I am
fine / A new woman stands in front of
you / Not a plaything).2

In another example, the sexually avail-
able doudou is replaced by a self-assured
woman in Ursull’s song “Amazòne” from
Black French (1990). Ursull proudly com-
pares herself and other women to the fa-
mous warlike women of Greek mythology
and warrior women of Benin, West Africa.
According to the myth, Amazon women
were famous for their prowess and lead-
ership skills. Ursull reassesses French Car-
ibbean history and remembers how
women toiled to build up their civiliza-
tion. To reciprocate, Ursull acknowledges
a debt to her female ancestors and ad-
vises:

Bati lavi-w anlè zafè-w
Mè pa bat lavi-w anlè on moun

Amazòne an travay-ou
    Amazòne an lari ya

Base your life on something that is
   yours,
Do not base your life on a person.
Be like an Amazon in what you do.
Be an Amazon in the street.3

Jocelyne Béroard, a singer from
Martinique, pays attention to strong emo-
tions in her lyrics and delivery. While al-
ways searching for new sounds and more
innovative ways of singing, Béroard writes
lyrics of appealing simplicity. A turning
point in her career occurred in 1980,
when she sang in the chorus on Kassav’s
second album, Lagué moin. Four years
later, she joined Kassav’s all-male zouk
band, helping to inspire a new genera-
tion of women singers and songwriters.
Aware of her wide audience, Béroard
carefully cultivated a dignified and gra-
cious public image.  Her song, Pa bizwen
palé (No Need to Talk, 1985) was an early
affirmation of the image of a sweet French
Caribbean woman. For over two months,
the song was on the Top 50 chart. The
opening words are:

Fénmen lapòt la-a
Oswé ya man pé ké ladjé-w
Oublyé déwo la pani pèsonn’
Limen bouji-ya
É vini la pou ou kouté
Tou sa tchè mwen lé di-w
Dépi jou a ou gadé mwen
Pa bizwen palé

Close the door. Tonight I won’t let
   you go.
Forget about the outside;
   nobody exists but us.
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Dim the light and listen to what my
   heart has to tell you.
No need to talk. 4

Although the opening echoes two
songs by the African American Teddy
Pendergrass5 (especially “Close the
Door,” 1979), Béroard’s soft words,
Fénmen lapòt-la-a are not an order. Instead,
Béroard wishes to shut out external dis-
tractions so that she and her lover may
talk freely about their feelings and the
direction of their relationship. The man
(sung by Patrick Saint-Éloi) is suspicious,
and fears she wants to leave him:

Sa ki rivé-w la
Mwen po ko jan vwè-w kon sa
Dépi yonn dé jou
Ou ka palé dè lanmou
Si sé paskè
Ni an moun ka fè-w vibré
Palé ba mwen franchman
An po ko jan vwè-w kon sa

What’s the matter with you?
You’ve never been like this before.
For several days now
You’ve been talking about love.
Is it because someone else makes
   your heart tremble?
Tell me frankly.
I never saw you like this before.

To soothe him, the woman reaffirms
her strong love, with the chorus encour-
aging him to remain and listen.

In both “Pa bizwen palé” and Pender-
grass’ songs, a power game is played out.
However, Pendergrass wants a submissive
woman; he teaches her to close the door,
light a candle, and take a bath in order
to prepare for seduction. While young

American audiences are attracted to the
sensuousness of the music and the lyrics,
many adults find the lyrics too explicit.

In contrast, Béroard’s message is: “As
partners, let us share this experience and
talk about our relationship.” Saint-Éloi,
the immature lover, is not comfortable
with this request. For him, sex is tanta-
mount to romantic love, and he knows
he gives her physical satisfaction. If she
wants to talk about their relationship, the
only plausible reason is that she must have
another lover. On the other hand, the
mature lover (sung by Jean-Philippe
Marthély) realizes he must satisfy his
woman intellectually and physically. He
sings:

Pa bizwen palé
Pa bizwen alé pli lwen
Kon lanmou sé la
Pa bizwen palé
Annou fenmén zyé
É rété adan menm tenmpo-a

No need to talk.
No need to go anywhere else.
When love is here,
    there’s no need to talk.
Let’s close our eyes,
    and stay with the same rhythm.

If the couple stays with the same
rhythm, then their relationship can grow
with sharing of mutual concerns. Thus,
the candlelight and closed door in
Béroard’s song symbolize the innermost
region of the woman’s mind. The closed
room with the lit candle is a place to
reconfigure one’s strength and prepare
for the outside world.  The closed room
is Béroard’s privileged, protective space
to make a crucial single or joint decision.
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In addition, it is a temporary space be-
fore reentering the public arena.

Another interesting point about “Pa
bizwen palé” is that the second male
singer actually advises the first man to lis-
ten to the woman. In using a male inter-
mediary to voice her opinions, Béroard
defers to the patriarchy. This technique
makes the song safe, because it conforms
to cultural expectations. Béroard thus
uses the collective voice to tell her story.
Not only is her voice heard, but also
those of Saint-Éloi, Marthély, and the
chorus, indicating that men and women
must be able to converse to solve their
problems. Thus, Béroard emphasizes a
communal voice, not an individual one.
No voice has more priority or authority
than the other; the four voices enrich
the final message: Listen to what I (the
woman) have to say, before you (the
man) engage in a conversation of mu-
tual satisfaction with me.

The woman’s attempt to be indepen-
dent in “Pa bizwen palé” is a departure
from the status quo. Béroard’s intent is
to show the woman’s uneasiness with the
inequity that slowly creeps into a relation-
ship. The woman wants to avoid guess-
ing what her man actually thinks about
her. She has a powerful need for open
communication and wants her questions
to be answered truthfully. The closing of
the door, according to Béroard, provides
an intimate space for the woman to tell
her man that she is the one who talks.
Yet, instead of the woman singer voicing
these concerns, the second male singer
does. Consequently, the song demon-
strates the woman’s dependence on the
approval of others and the acceptance of
societal norms that favor male wisdom.
Béroard, a realist, understands her Car-

ibbean public and knows how far to go
with the lyrics.

For Béroard, there must be clouds if
one cherishes the rainbow of hope. Her
quest for this metaphorical rainbow and
sunshine within the confines of a relation-
ship continues with the song, “Siwo.” This
Creole term is used by men to describe
a kind, tender, loving woman, yet
Béroard appropriates it to characterize
a good man. The song begins: Mwen
di’w siwo ba mwen / An nomn’ dous’ kon
siwo / Mare’y épi ralè’ y vini (I say, give
me a good man / as sweet as honey /
Catch him. Grab him for me). 6 This strat-
egy of reversal and the double-layering
playfulness leads to a belief in change.
Addressing women directly, Béroard
preaches a lesson on how to negotiate.
She wants a Caribbean man who knows
how to have fun and respects women.
The hard-driving heavy-on-the-bass
rhythm of “Siwo” is perfect for promot-
ing the message: I want a good man who
will treat me right. In a candid interview,
Béroard remarked: “I’m not trying to take
the place of a man. I’m a woman. Also, I
am not saying I am a man’s equal. We
[women] are different... We’re different,
but we complement men. Nevertheless I
love teasing men, because they are really
so macho most of the time from Carib-
bean countries...” 7

The popular songs of Béroard and
Ursull break the silence about duplicity
and commitment. They articulate con-
cerns that make men feel uncomfortable,
and define the range of expectations
women have for their relationships with
men. Coming from an oral tradition,
where people listen to the radio and
watch television instead of reading, the
two women songwriters are well aware
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that their songs are considered extensions
of themselves. In the Caribbean commu-
nity, there is less distinction between the
message of the songs and the singer’s per-
sona. In order to remain popular and to
sell her product, Béroard writes her Cre-
ole songs carefully, to redirect herself
from male domination and reclaim her
forebears’ resistance to oppression. On
the literal level, “Pa bizwen palé” and
“Siwo” conform to the status quo, but on
a figurative level, they are challenging. In
crafting these songs, Béroard carves out
a place to contest male power indirectly,
in love songs that address duplicity or
commitment.

The French Caribbean people have an
old saying that celebrates the strength,
resilience and determination of their
women: Une femme déchue tombe comme une
châtaigne / Un homme déçu tombe comme un
fruit à pain trop mûr (A hurt woman falls
like a chestnut, a hurt man like an over-
ripe breadfruit). The leaves and fruit from
the chestnut and breadfruit trees are simi-
lar. However, the breadfruit splatters
when it falls on the ground, whereas the
chestnut, protected by a hard shell, does
not break easily.

Béroard penned a clever song titled
“Fanm chatenn” (Chestnut Woman). Sur-
prisingly, she wrote it from a male point
of view, with Marthély as the singer. The
first stanza asks: Who can a woman rely
on? Where has the man gone? In stanza
two, Marthély shifts, advising the woman
not to cry even if she and her children
are hurt by a husband and father who
strays afar. In the third and fifth stanzas,
the singer’s advice to the abandoned
woman is, Pa blamé tout sé nonm la (Don’t
blame all the men).8 If the woman’s ex-
husband chooses to father children who

live in another household, Marthély cau-
tions not to be aligned to such a man: Ou
sav mwen menm sé nonm osi / ni dé jou nou
ka pri (You know that I’m just a man /
We can get lost in our games sometimes).
Most importantly, the man equates the
woman’s survival skills to that of a chest-
nut: Chatenn tonbé / ka ripousé, umm sa vré
(It’s true that a chestnut falls / then
sprouts).

Accompanied by a snappy, uplifting
beat and strong backup singing, Marthély
concludes the song with insistence that a
woman’s life does not end with her man’s
departure.  If her husband’s departure
leaves her as the sole provider, she can
nevertheless draw upon her inner re-
sources, reevaluating herself and redis-
covering her identity as an independent
woman. Lonely but not loveless, her chil-
dren, friends, and other family members
comfort her. After this experience, she
will be more careful in her choice of an-
other mate.

The open-ended final question, Es ou
pa ka di nou pé rivé chanjé sa? (Should we
be able to change that?), sung as a refrain
three times, is weighed down with hope
and optimism, confirming the woman has
not given up on men. The next man who
enters her life will be different, because
she, like a conjurer who changes into an
animal, sheds her old skin and puts on a
new one. In the future she will play a more
active role, making sure that her voice
and opinions are heard. Verbalizing pain
is a prelude to ending it; therefore, the
Creole proverb comparing a woman to a
chestnut is a testimony to her durability.

With this optimistic faith in a woman’s
spirit and belief in romantic relationships,
Béroard’s “Fanm chatenn” (Chestnut
Woman) sums up the positive messages
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in French Caribbean women’s novels and
songs. First, French Caribbean women
know how to rebound from disappoint-
ments; they will not lose faith in being
involved in a committed relationship. Sec-
ond, women crave to be loved, but also
want faith, trust, and mutual self-respect
for themselves and their man. To love in-
volves courage and confidence in oneself
and one’s partner. The search for roman-
tic love and the selection of a faithful mate
coincide with a woman’s self-esteem.

Popular songs tend to express the
range of attitudes and expectations that
characterize an era. French Caribbean
women songwriters today write about
women who suffer, regain hope, and re-
define themselves. The songwriters tone
down the anguish and despondency so
prevalent in the novels.

To circumvent a society that believes
that women must submit to men, these
writers seem to suggest that women are
powerless. Yet their novels and songs pro-
vide a subtext of opposition, by breaking
the silence about abandonment and the
effects of sexual oppression. Despite the
duplicities and frustrations they experi-
ence, the writers do not give up hope.
Although the dominant image is of
women with a soft exterior, there is an
underlying toughness that enables the
“chestnut women” to cope with unhappi-
ness and disappointment. In truth, writ-
ing novels and composing songs are
themselves forms of self-empowerment,
creating the patterns for new relation-
ships and experiences.
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NOTES

1. Zouk, a loud, hot tempo dance music introduced by Kassav’ in the late 1970s, is a
    fusion of music from the Caribbean and Africa.

2. Joëlle Ursull, “Joujou,” Comme dans un film, Col 473923-2.

3. —–––––––––. “Amazòne,” Black French, CBS 466854-4.

4. Jean-Philippe Marthély and Patrick Saint-Éloi, “Pa bizwen palé,” Ou pa ka sav. G. Debs
   LP 034.

5. Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff actually wrote the lyrics and music for “Turn Off the
    Lights” (1978) and “Close the Door” (1979).

6. Jocelyne Béroard, “Siwo,” Siwo, G. Debs 036.

7. Berrian, Brenda F. Interview with Jocelyne Béroard, 24 May 1995, Paris.

8. Kassav’. “Fanm cha tenn,” Difé, Columbia CD 480607-2.
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Lecture by Rigoberta Menchú, Guatemalan indigenous leader
and 1992 Novel Peace Prize laureate.
No. 3, October 1993.

Contemporary Paraguayan Narrative: Two Currents
Lecture by Renée Ferrer, Paraguayan novelist and poet.
No. 4, March 1994.

Paraguay and Its Plastic Arts
Lecture by Annick Sanjurjo Casciero, Paraguayan historian.
No. 5, March 1994.

The Future of Drama
Lecture by Alfonso Sastre, Spanish playwright.
No. 6, April 1994.

Dance:  from Folk to Classical
Lecture by Edward Villella, North American dancer and Artistic
Director of the Miami City Ballet.
No. 7, August 1994.

Belize: A Literary Perspective
Lecture by Zee Edgell, Belizean novelist and author of Beka Lamb.
No. 8, September 1994.

The Development of Sculpture in the Quito School
Lecture by Magdalena Gallegos de Donoso, Ecuadorian anthropologist.
No. 9, October 1994.
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Art in Context: Aesthetics, Environment, and Function in the Arts of Japan
Lecture by Ann Yonemura, North American curator of Japanese Art
at the Freer and Sackler Galleries, Smithsonian Institution.
No. 10, March 1995.

Approaching the End of the Millennium
Lecture by Homero Aridjis, Mexican poet and winner of
the United Nations Global 500 Award.
No. 11, September 1995.

Haiti: A Bi-Cultural Experience
Lecture by Edwidge Danticat, Haitian novelist and author of Breath, Eyes, Memory.
No. 12, December 1995.

The Meanings of the Millennium
Lecture by Bernard McGinn, North American theologian from
the University of Chicago’s Divinity School.
No. 13, January 1996.

Andean Millenarian Movements: Their Origins, Originality
and Achievements (16th-18th centuries).
Lecture by Manuel Burga, Peruvian sociologist from
the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos.
No. 14, February 1996.

Apocalypse in the Andes: Contact Zones and the Struggle for Interpretive Power
Lecture by Mary Louise Pratt, Canadian linguist from Stanford University.
No. 15, March 1996.

When Strangers Come to Town: Millennial Discourse, Comparison,
and the Return of Quetzalcoatl.
Lecture by David Carrasco, North American historian
from Princeton University.
No. 16, June 1996.

Understanding Messianism in Brazil: Notes from a Social Anthropologist
Lecture by Roberto Da Matta, Brazilian anthropologist from
Notre Dame University.
No. 17, September 1996.
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 The People’s Millennium: The Legacy of Juan and Eva Perón
 Lecture by Juan E. Corradi, Argentine sociologist from New York University.
 No. 18, November 1996.

Brief Notes on Ecuadorian and U.S. Literature
Lecture by Raúl Pérez Torres, Ecuadorian Poet.
No. 19, March 1997.

Society and Poetry: Those Who Come Wrapped in a Blanket
Lecture by Roberto Sosa, Honduran poet.
No. 20, May 1997.

Architecture as a Living Process
Lecture by Douglas Cardinal, Canadian architect whose projects
include Washington, D.C.’s National Museum of the American Indian.
No. 21, July 1997.

Composing Opera: A Backstage Visit to the Composer’s Workshop
Lecture by Daniel Catán, Mexican composer whose operas include
Florencia en el Amazonas.
No. 22, August 1997.

Welcoming Each Other: Cultural Transformation of the Caribbean in the 21st Century.
Lecture by Earl Lovelace, Trinidadian novelist and winner of
the 1997 Commonwealth Prize.
No. 23, January 1998.

Out of Silence
Lecture by Albalucía Angel, Colombian novelist and pioneer
of Latin American postmodernism.
No. 24, April 1998.

How Latino Immigration is Transforming America
Lecture by Roberto Suro, North American reporter for The Washington Post,
and former Bureau Chief of The New York Times in Houston, Texas.
No. 25, May 1998.

The Iconography of Painted Ceramics from the Northern Andes.
Lecture by Felipe Cárdenas-Arroyo, Colombian archaeologist from
the University of Los Andes in Bogota.
No. 26, July 1998.
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Celebrating the Extraordinary Life of Elisabeth Samson
Lecture by Cynthia McLeod, Surinamese novelist and author
of The High Price of Sugar.
No. 27, August 1998.

A Country, A Decade
Lecture by Salvador Garmendia, Venezuelan novelist, and winner
of the Juan Rulfo Short Story Prize and the National Literature Prize.
No. 28, September 1998.

Aspects of Creation in the Central American Novel
Lecture by Gloria Guardia, Panamanian fiction writer and essayist,
and senior member of the Panamanian Academy of Language.
No. 29, September 1998.

Made in Guyana
Lecture by Fred D’Aguiar, Guyanese novelist and winner of the
Whitbread First Novel Award, and the Guyana Prize for Fiction, and Poetry.
No. 30, November 1998.

True Lies on the Subject of Literary Creation
Lecture by Sergio Ramírez, Nicaraguan writer and former Vice-president of his
country.
No. 31, May 1999.

Myth, History and Fiction in Latin America
Lecture by Tomás Eloy Martínez, Argentine writer and author of Santa Evita.
No. 32, May 1999.

Cultural Foundations of Latin American Integration
Lecture by Leopoldo Castedo, Spanish-Chilean art historian.
No. 33, September 1999.

El Salvador and the Construction of Cultural Identity
Lecture by Miguel Huezo Mixco, Salvadorian poet and journalist.
No. 34, October 1999.

The Female Memory in Narrative
Lecture by Nélida Piñon, Brazilian novelist and author of The Republic of Dreams.
No. 35, November 1999.
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__________________________________________________________
   Spanish and English versions available

The Encuentros series is distributed free of charge to university and municipal libraries
throughout the IDB member countries.  Interested institutions may obtain the series by
contacting the IDB Cultural Center at the address listed on the back cover.

Le Grand Tango: The Life and Music of Astor Piazzolla
Lecture by María Susana Azzi, Argentine cultural anthropologist, and member of
the board of the National Academy of Tango in Buenos Aires.
No. 36, May 2000.

Columbus’s Ghost: Tourism, Art and National Identity in the Bahamas
Lecture by Ian Gregory Strachan, English Professor at the University of
Massachusetts at Dartmouth, and author of God’s Angry Babies.
No. 37, June 2000.

Talkin’ Ol’ Story: A Brief Survey of the Oral Tradition of the Bahamas
Lecture by Patricia Glinton-Meicholas, founding president of the Bahamas
Association for Cultural Studies and recipient of a Silver Jubilee of
Independence Medal for Literature.
No. 38, July 2000.

Anonymous Sources: A Talk on Translators and Translation
Lecture by Eliot Weinberger, essayist and translator of many books
by Octavio Paz, and winner of the PEN/Kolovakos Award for
promoting Hispanic literature in the United States.
No. 39, November 2000.

Bringing the Rainbow into the House: Multiculturalism in Canada
Lecture by Roch Carrier, director of the Canada Council for the Arts from 1994-97,
and became Canada’s fourth National Librarian in 1999.
No. 40, February 2001.

    The Light at the Edge of the World
Lecture by Wade Davis, Explorer-in-Residence at the National Geographic Society
and author of The Serpent and the Rainbow and One River.
No. 41, March 2001.

Chestnut Women: French Caribbean Women Writers and Singers
Lecture by Brenda F. Berrian, Professor at the University of Pittsburgh and author of
That’s the Way It Is: African American Women in the New South Africa.
No. 42, July 2001.
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